
 

 

                                       The Fortress Study Group 
 
During the last couple of years, we have had some accidents on Overseas Tours, thankfully 

nothing too serious. However, we have now become more aware of the increasing risk of accidents 
and falls with an aging membership, with the resultant risk of litigation.  Alistair, in consultation with 
the Trustees, has agreed to run two similar tours in 2019.  One to suit the younger and more energetic 
while the other will generally follow the old format.  For the sake of clarification Alistair has called 
these the Intense Tour and FSG Overseas Tour. 
 
2018 
 
Alderney was arranged for earlier in the year and enjoyed by all that attended.   
The next tour this year is to Switzerland in August.  A joint CDSG and FSG Tour which is now closed.  
This tour is intense with considerable walking in difficult terrain.  
On the 15th September there will be a day trip to Shoreham Redoubt and some of the defences along 
the coast to Pevensey.  Details to be circulated soon. 
 
2019 
 
Two tours have now been arranged as the Gordon Fordyce Memorial Tour, to Northern France. 
 
Intense Tour: 16th to 24th March 2019 with basic accommodation (IBIS).  Those who wish to attend this 
Tour must be capable of comfortably walking between 15-20 kilometres a day across broken terrain.  
The tour will concentrate on visits to sites with minimal time for the social aspects.  Attendance will 
be restricted to those sufficiently mobile. 
 
Annual Study Tour 18th to 26th May 2019 will be run along the usual lines, although a little less intense 
than the earlier tour and certainly more comfortable.  It is estimated that this will required about 5 
kilometres walking every day, which in itself can become quite arduous.  
 
Both tours will visit eight of the ten fortifications that Gordon left money to. All will be fortifications 
of the Séré de Rivières period although subsequently developed. 
 
2020 
 
In January 2020, a short intense tour to China, including Hong Kong, Macau and Guangzhou with a 
stop-over in Singapore for a couple of days afterwards. 
 
The main tour for May 2020, will be to look at Austrian-Hungarian and Italian fortifications on the 
North-Eastern Italian border with Slovenia.  
 
We are also currently planning a short specialist Intense Tour later in the season to Montenegro based 
on the same criteria as the 2020 March tour. 
 
There is also a small group of members, both FSG & CDSG going on a tour in Australia, this is filling up 
and places are still available.  This will be a cracker thanks to the work by Ian Wolfe in Sydney. 
 
2021 
 
Main FSG tour Spain and Gibraltar looking at Coastal Batteries and Fortifications along the south of 
Spain and Gibraltar itself. 


